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APPLICABLE SERVICES

POOLING SOLUTIONS
Product also available in pooling
service. Contact us for more details.

PACKING RECOVERY
Recover this product with Rotom
and maximize re-usage of packaging

RTI MANAGEMENT
This product can be managed by our
RTI Management Service

Lidded Tote Box - 600x400x516mm - 95 Litres

SKU 65210

Plastic container with a 2-part hinged lid. The box is nestable and
stackable, this allows you to save space during storage and transport.
The outside dimensions are 600x400x516mm and the inside dimensions
are 540x367x498mm.

TECHNICAL DATA

Status New

Inside dimension lenght 540

Inside dimension width 367

Inside dimension height 498

Outside dimension lenght 600

Outside dimension width 400

Outside dimension height 516

Carry weight 25

Volume 95

Product new

Type
Nesting boxes, Distribution boxes,
Boxes with lid

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Nestable and a stackable plastic container with a 2-part hinged lid. The
container has the outside dimensions of 600x400x516mm and the
inside dimensions of 540x367x498mm. The sidewalls and the base of
the container are completely closed with a capacity of 95 litres. The
carrying capacity of this box is 25kg. And you can stack up to 4 loaded
containers on top of each other, the load capacity of the stack is 100kg.
This box can be used within a temperature range of -20°C to + 40°C
When the lid is closed you can stack the boxes and with an open lid,
these plastic boxes can be nested, saving you space during transport or
storage. The space-saving is then around 83% when the boxes are
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nested. The most efficient way to transport these boxes is to place 96
plastic containers on 1 pallet of 1200x900x2550mm. This way 2112
pieces will fit in a trailer.

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/lidded-tote-box-600x400x516mm-95-litres-65210
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